
Off White Sandstone Modern
Garden Meditation Sculpture 3
ft
Read More
SKU: 01726
Price: ₹40,320.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Stone
Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Make this Off White modern garden meditation sculpture become the star of your
Garden. It doesn't just feel quiet and calm, but it looks effortlessly sophisticated,
too. Material: Off-white Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 27 x 14 inch Height: 3 ft
Description:

It's an off-white abstract sculpture, of a modern meditating structure.
The stone sculptures have given an off-white touch following a more simplistic approach.
Every sculpture has some uniqueness on its own, which was given by the efficient and
expert hands of the sculptors of Odisha.

Placement of the meditation sculpture:

Exhibit among garden with rock tiles, pebbles, tree stumps, greenery, grasses, and a tall
tree idea will be so powerful.
Black and white pebbles, with rock and a red maple mini tree at the entrance, will make
the space look drop-dead gorgeous.
White pebbles, bold blooms, shrubs, and mini maples are surefire ways to make your
outdoor space feel calm.
To encourage contemplation and feelings of peace, display the sculpture near a water
feature.
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With a stone and moss lantern for creating a lovely Japanese space.
Incorporating it under a  Japanese-style tree in front of the entrance will be so eye-
catching.

Cleaning Technique of your stone sculptures:

Start cleaning the stone sculptures by pre-wetting the statue.
When the statue is souse, scrub the stone sculpture, using a sponge or soft bristle brush
over the surface.
After scrubbing give the statue a final shower, and let it air dry.
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